
Chapter 1 

How Freedom Is Lost 

Almost everyone I talk to expresses a strong desire for a greater sense of 

freedom in life. I believe God is responsible for that desire, and he lets us know 

such freedom is possible. Jesus himself promised, “You will know the truth, and the 

truth will set you free” (Jn 8:32). 

Yet look around. Do you know many people who say they feel truly free? I 

don’t. Most of us are on a search for freedom. We believe that freedom is a 

reasonable and achievable goal, yet we never quite seem to accomplish it. We often 

go through our entire lives in bondage to one thing or another in an everexclusive 

quest to break free. Some give up the search after a while. Others of us try to 

convince ourselves that we are free when we actually aren’t. But if we conduct a 

search for freedom on our own – without God’s help – we will accomplish the 

opposite of what we hope to achieve, as Susie did. 

At eighteen, Susie was a vivacious young girl with a strong desire to be 

free. To her, that meant becoming independent of her parents, whom she felt did 

not allow her to take adequate responsibility for her own life. Their overprotective 

tendencies did not provide her the total freedom she sought. 

Today, at twenty-one, Susie has two small children who need continual 

attention amid their frequent bouts of crying and screaming. On top of these 

responsibilities, Susie is expected to keep the house clean, do the shopping, run 

errands, and do all those other things associated with motherhood. In addition, her 

husband’s expectations for her seem unending. She is trying so hard to be a good 

wife and mother that she has almost forgotten how to be herself. In any spare 

moments during her hectic day, she dreams about those carefree days when her only 

major problem in life was two loving parents who were a bit overprotective. 
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Susie thought she was breaking free. But her search for freedom only led to 

further complications and obligations. 

 

If we conduct a search for freedom on our own – without God’s help – we 

will accomplish the opposite of what we hope to achieve. 

 

Paul’s life tells a similar story. Paul had been a product of the sixties. He 

and his friends knew the secret to a satisfying life: “Don’t pay attention to those 

stifling mores of the plastic generation. Oh, sure, you have to go through the 

motions and look just right. Get a law degree from on of the prestigious 

universities. Marry an attractive woman. Create a network of the right kinds of 

friends – friends with power. On the outside, look like the establishment. But give 

yourself permission to enjoy the wilder side of life.” To Paul that meant becoming 

intimate with the wife of a powerful politician. As the lawyer for the couple, it also 

meant arranging shady deals and covering them up. 

Now, however, everything was coming undone. He had been found out. 

Before long, everyone would know all his secrets. After years of “freedom” when 

he felt untouchable and above the law, he could no longer avoid the truth. He felt 

trapped. He couldn’t live without the perks of power and wealth, or so he thought. 

And the loss of prestige was too much to give up. The spectacle of his impending 

shame would be too painful to bear. 

As he thought about these things, Paul held a .38 caliber revolver in his 

hands. In a few minutes, he planned to end a life that had been as full as he could 

possibly make it but was still empty. As he saw it, death was the only remaining 

option for freedom. 

As you think back across your life, you can probably list a number of 

Susies and Pauls you know personally. People all around you are searching, 

struggling to be free. Perhaps you own name is on that list as someone wanting 

desperately to be free, only to find yourself more deeply enslaved with every 

effort. 

 

FREEDOM COME, FREEDOM GO 

So what is freedom? I believe it is escaping the grasp of anything that 

desires to capture and enslave. But the problem is that the harder we struggle to 

become free, the more freedom we seem to lose. 

How can we explain this dilemma? I think we must be very careful as we 

determine where to find freedom and how to go about achieving it. Susie tried to 

find freedom in a new relationship with a young man only to become controlled 
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by him. Paul tried to find freedom by experiencing whatever lust and power he 

could, and it consumed him. 

Others we know have tried to find freedom from loneliness through the 

experience of marriage, only to be married and lonely. Some have tried to succeed in 

finding freedom from a sense of inferiority only to find success hard to handle 

when you feel so inferior. 

With one exception – Jesus, who is the truth that sets us free – everything 

we flee to in hope of finding refuge and freedom has the potential to enslave us. 

Even those of us who are fiercely independent and rely only on our own abilities 

can get caught up in a driven performance orientation that never allows us a taste of 

rest and freedom. 

Many of us know about this all too well. Our choices turn into 

compulsions. Our search for freedom results in less freedom than ever before. 

Caught in a web of our own making, we struggle against forces we do not 

understand. Every effort seems to make us more entwined, with less energy to 

fight. Hope escapes us like so much sand slipping through our fingers. 

Questions without answers begin to flood our minds. What are we trying to 

gain freedom from? Why do we find ourselves so caught when we’ve tried so hard 

to be free? Is there something intrinsically wrong with us? 

 

A TRULY FALLEN AND SINFUL MAN 

A man recently walked into my office. He had a vile beginning to his life. As 

a child, he could accurately be described as sinful. I know this sounds like a harsh 

description, but my source is totally reliable. He had developed an evil conscience 

yet was unaware of this fact. His life was corrupt and deceitful, full of rebellion. His 

thoughts were evil and lustful. Because of his heritage, it is said he was dominated 

by Satan. 

What could I do to help this man? Try as I might, I could do nothing. For I 

was that man. 

Now, I don’t like to think of myself as depraved, corrupt, or deceitful. If 

asked to give three words to describe myself, those aren’t the ones I would begin 

with. Yet if I understand the truth of Scripture, those might be some of the words 

God would use to describe my fleshy nature. Some of the clearest truths of 

Scripture have to do with the effects of humanity’s fall and how our lives are still 

affected. These truths, however, are also some of the least appreciated. Let’s look at 

just a few of these truths to get a clearer picture of what fallen humanity is. 
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We are sinful: “You were dead in your transgressions and sins, in which 

you used to live when you followed the ways of this world and the ruler of the 

kingdom of the air, the spirit who is now at work in those who are disobedient. 

All of us also lived among them at one time, gratifying the cravings of our sinful 

nature and following its desires and thoughts. Like the rest, we were by nature 

objects of wrath” (Eph 2:1-3). 

As bad as this description may sound, we cannot overlook the truth of 

what it is saying. We also need to understand that this was the condition of our 

minds as we developed our patterns of thought and action. We don’t normally 

consider them evil, yet many of these patterns that were developed by the flesh 

when we were young may be responsible for most of our struggles today. 

 

We are ignorant, blind, and with darkened understanding. 

“They are darkened in their understanding and separated from the life of God 

because of the ignorance that is in them due to the hardening of their hearts” (Eph 

4:18). 

What does it mean to have a darkened understanding? A mind that 

develops its understanding of life apart from God is darkened. Obviously, a 

darkened mind will produce a corresponding darkened understanding of life, and 

this was exactly the state of our minds as we developed our understanding of life as 

children. Is it any wonder that we can carry such tremendous deception without 

knowing it? 

The rest of this verse points out our fallen ignorance. Being ignorant is bad 

enough. But not understanding that we created our basic beliefs about life during 

childhood ignorance can be devastating. It’s doubly tragic to be ignorant about one’s 

ignorance. 

 

We are evil in conscience. “Let us draw near to God with a sincere heart in full 

assurance of faith, having our hearts sprinkled to cleanse us from a guilty [evil] 

conscience and having our bodies washed with pure water” (Heb 10:22). Genesis 

6:5 also tells us, “The Lord saw how great man’s wickedness on earth had become, 

and that every inclination of the thoughts of his heart was only evil all the time.” 

Perhaps no phrase better describes our culture than “evil conscience.” What 

was once universally accepted as wrong is now looked on as right, and those who 

still hold to the original understanding of right are considered wrong. Tolerance is 

now considered highest virtue. Speaking against immoral behavior is considered 

bordering on a hate crime. But as we consider the moral insanity that 
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runs rampant in the world this very minute, realize that this only reflects what was 

learned during the early formative years of life. You’ve probably seen children 

who get angry and would do a lot of damage if they were able to do so. Those who 

become adults without changing those patterns are able to do a lot of damage. 

 

We have corrupt and deceitful hearts. “The heart is deceitful above all things 

and beyond cure. Who can understand it?” (Jer 17:9) 

How can something that feels so right be so wrong? When our thoughts are 

distorted, our emotions reflect the quality of those thoughts. Many times our hearts 

are deceitful because they are first deceived. But because of our darkened 

understanding, we don’t realize our hearts are deceived. If I asked you to list ten 

things you are deceived about, you couldn’t do it. The very nature of being 

deceived is that the deception goes unnoticed. 

 

We have desperately sick hearts. Not only are our hearts deceitful, they are also 

desperately sick – as Jeremiah says, “beyond cure.” Sickness indicates abnormality, 

that they are not functioning as designed and intended. The heart has been poisoned 

with fleshly and destructive input since birth. No wonder it is sick! 

The question asked in Jeremiah 17:9, “Who can understand it?” has an 

implied answer: no one can. No one, that is, except God himself. This is why it 

makes no sense to try to correct the human condition using only human wisdom. 

 

We are in obstinate rebellion. “The sinful mind is hostile to God. It does not 

submit to God’s law, nor can it do so” (Rom 8:7). 

A mind hostile toward God is not inclined to do things God’s way. If I 

bought a car and did everything the manufacturer said not to do, I shouldn’t be 

surprised when the car stops functioning well or even breaks down altogether. If 

we live our lives in opposition to the things God says to do, should it surprise us 

that we struggle so much? 

I urge you to dwell on this issue of natural human depravity until you are 

convinced that you need to reevaluate whatever fleshly “wisdom” you may have 

accumulated to this point. Here are just a few more verses and characteristics to 

consider before moving on. 

In our fleshly state we are: 

Children of disobedience …………….….Ephesians 2:2 

Hard of heart ………………………….…Ephesians 4:18 
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Lustful and ungodly ………………….….Jude 18 

Dominated by Satan…………………….Acts 26:18 

Servants of sin …………………………..Romans 6:16-18 

 

DO WE KNOW OUR TRUE CONDITION? 

The previous passages are not only God’s assessment of my condition at 

birth but also his description of your condition at birth as well. Why do these 

descriptions seem to be at such variance with our perceptions of ourselves? 

I think most people have two major misconceptions. The first is suggested 

in Jesus’ statement, “Anyone who looks at a woman lustfully has already 

committed adultery with her in his heart” (Mt 5:28). Here Jesus clarifies an 

important point: our true condition is not necessarily what we believe it to be. We 

have a tendency to think we’re superior to others because we don’t display certain 

forms of wickedness in our external behavior. But that is a deception which leaves 

us with a truly distorted understanding of our spiritual condition. 

These days, it’s not popular to speak or write about the depravity of 

humankind. Few Christians give the matter adequate thought. They know some of 

the verses previously quoted, but they don’t seem to take them seriously or let their 

truth sink in. Even at salvation, most people have only an inkling of the true state of 

their condition. Determining “goodness” remains a matter of comparing one’s 

external behavior to the external behavior of others. 

We do not understand the true nature of the flesh. (Throughout this book I 

will use the term “flesh” to refer to the natural part of ourselves, as distinguished 

from our spiritual selves.) We can never find freedom without coming to grips with 

the fallen nature of our flesh. The flesh is not redeemed at salvation; it remains 

fallen and victimized by sin. We may learn to avoid corrupt external behavior, but 

the nature of flesh does not change. We are born in sin and we struggle against a 

fallen nature throughout our lifetimes. I cannot emphasize this point too strongly. 

Until you understand your fleshly nature, your search for freedom will be hindered. 

For example, a woman came to me for counseling many years ago. Her 

husband had been caught in an adulterous affair. The woman was justifiably angry 

in the beginning. But she came to me several years after her husband’s infidelity, 

and she was still filled with rage. After a period of counseling, I got tired of hearing 

what a worthless slug this guy was. I wasn’t sure this woman believed she was just 

as capable of making a similar mistake based on her own sinful nature. So I asked 

her, “Don’t you think you could easily do the same thing?” 
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I thought she was going to come unglued. She protested that such a thing was 

impossible. She said that kind of behavior was below her. Then I asked her if it 

would be OK for me to pray that the Holy Spirit would remove his constraining 

power in her life so that she could see just how vile her flesh really was. She refused, 

but in a short time she saw that she was just as depraved as anyone else on earth – 

including her unfaithful husband. That was the last I heard of how superior she was. 

And eventually, her acceptance of this truth helped her find freedom from her 

ongoing pain. 

 

Knowledge of one’s own human condition is the key to having compassion for 

others. 

 

I was recently asked how I “got away with” confronting people about their 

worst behaviors without them becoming upset with me. I shared that it is because 

regardless of how corrupt the person’s behavior might be I know I am entirely 

capable of doing worse. I know that only the grace of God as he works in my life 

can possibly explain why I’m not in a worse condition than I am. People can tell 

whether or not counselors are aware of this, and they know that knowledge of one’s 

own human condition is the key to having compassion for others. 

Think what a difference it would make if more churches were aware of this 

simple truth. Frequently, it is only after people get a glimpse of their own depravity 

that they become motivated to go to church. But when they get their, church 

members too often give the impression that they are somehow superior to those who 

come in for help and hope. No wonder visitors aren’t too impressed. Who can 

blame them when they don’t come back? 

Many Christians exalt the depraved nature of the flesh. How many times 

have you heard comments such as, “Wouldn’t it be wonderful if he accepted 

Christ? He is so talented”? But God’s work is not accomplished by the skills of the 

flesh. Jesus did not recruit his disciples from the elite or the exceptionally skilled. 

God, in fact, seems to receive great satisfaction in accomplishing mighty results 

through the most unlikely people. The bottom line is that God deserves the glory 

for good things that get done. If we understood the sinful nature of the flesh (how 

often we rely on the flesh instead of on God), we would be surprised and grateful 

whenever we saw God do anything in our lives. We would discover why we don’t 

witness more of his power than we do. 

Truly, our minds are a clear reflection of our souls. Few of us consider our 

thought life as important as God does. If we did, we would hold much less 
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confidence in our natural abilities, because our flesh is absolutely corrupt. Perhaps 

this is why we are told, “Work out your salvation with fear and trembling” (Phil 

2:12) and that “If you live according to the sinful nature, you will die; but if by the 

Spirit you put to death the misdeeds of the body, you will live” (ROM 8:13). 

 

WE’D HATE TO ADMIT IT… BUT… 

The second misconception about the nature of our flesh is that we can 

admire what the flesh can do. We like some of our fleshly behaviors. We’ve 

learned to produce socially acceptable behavior out of our natural selves. But this is 

a problem because, while the flesh can produce a certain level of acceptable 

behavior, it is simultaneously planting the seeds of our eventual destruction. 

Consider Galatians 5:17 (NAS): “The flesh sets its desire against the Spirit, and the 

Spirit against the flesh; for these are in opposition to one another, so that you may 

not do the things that you please.” Most Christians lose sight of the fact that we are 

really at war within ourselves – much less in crisis. We would rather remain content 

by perceiving ourselves as being reasonably competent and moral. 

Sally is one example. At age forty-five she is plump and matronly looking. 

She has a circle of women friends who share their struggles, and she has felt 

superior to them and particularly critical of those who were experiencing marital 

problems and divorce. What a bunch of losers, she would think to herself. I made 

and kept my marriage commitment. It hasn’t been easy, but I’ve done it. 

It wasn’t that Sally and George had such a great marriage. In fact, it had 

become little more than cohabitation after twenty-five years. And Sally was 

oblivious to the fact that George wanted more. He eventually found it in a young 

woman he met at work. When George left, it was just too much for Sally to take. 

All the condemning thoughts she had previously had toward her friends came 

crashing down on her. 

While no one would have described Sally as depraved or corrupt, she still 

lived her life at a fleshly level. She did what she could to cope with life, and for 

years she seemed to get away with it. But one day her life imploded like a tall 

building being destroyed by dynamite. It simply crated in upon itself. 

 

THE ENEMY WITHIN 

This book is about the patterns and behaviors we learn to rely on in 

response to the crises of life. Many of these were created by our flesh and have 

become what Scripture calls strongholds. Often we do not see these strongholds 
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as corrupt or destructive. But most of our problems with living and experiencing 

the freedom Christ died to give us are directly related to our inner strongholds. 

The first step toward freedom is the realization that we have an enemy 

within. This enemy is so subtle that we can hardly detect it, but it is more deadly 

than a cancerous tumor. Unfortunately, by the time we become aware of it, it has 

usually robbed us of an important part of life that cannot be reclaimed. 

But we can detect and destroy our strongholds before they destroy us. 

Much of this book will deal with identifying our strongholds because most of us 

live with these issues for so long that we will not be able or willing to destroy 

those strongholds until we see clearly the evil within our souls. But after we do, we 

will feel a great sense of urgency that will prepare us for action. 

I am convinced that most Christians do not accurately understand the basis 

of their problems, much less “the way of escape” (see 2 Timothy 2:25-26). 

Consequently, they end up spasmodically attempting to break free from whatever 

holds them in its grip, only to be defeated or have yet another problem of equal 

magnitude arise in its place. Let me explain what I mean. 

At one time, I was plagued by nut grass in my yard. Nut grass has 

nodules on its root system so that if you pull off the top, it will send out two new 

shoots for the one you ripped off. 

My bout with nut grass symbolizes the emotional struggle I’ve seen in so 

many people. They only want to deal with the surface manifestations of their 

problems. For instance, in order to deal with the effects of stress I might work out 

or zone out (watch TV) or skip out (take a really long vacation). But I have not 

dealt with why I am struggling with my life. And these methods usually just make 

the problem worse. By the time most of their problems surface, they have 

developed much deeper roots that must be dealt with. I’ll have more to say about 

this in later chapters. 

Has your search for freedom been like pulling up nut grass? Or have you 

gotten beyond the surface and struck at some roots? You may have come a long 

way already and are standing right on the brink of freedom. You know there’s 

more to life than what you’ve been experiencing, yet the uncertainty of further 

change is terrifying. 

Or maybe you’ve already attempted an all-out struggle to be free, only to 

lose the battle. Now, instead of simply feeling that you are in bondage, you feel 

bound and defeated. Perhaps you feel so weak, exhausted, or hopeless that you’ve 

given up and have consigned yourself to a life of bondage, tedium, and control by 

outside forces you can no longer manage. 
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Whatever your previous experiences, freedom is possible – for everyone. In 

fact, if you feel weak and helpless, you may have a head start. No one ever achieves 

genuine freedom using his or her own power. Any obstacles you face can be 

overcome, but only through God’s power. The sooner we recognize our own 

inadequacies and turn to God for help to break free, the sooner we will see 

significant progress. 

Freedom, we will discover, is gained by degrees. From my personal 

experience and all my years of counseling, I am convinced that the search for 

freedom is almost always a long and difficult process. Paul often chronicled his own 

struggles, as in Philippians 3:13-14 (NAS): “Brethren, I do not regard myself as 

having laid hold of it yet; but on thing I do; forgetting what lies behind and reaching 

forward to what lies ahead, I press on toward the goal for the prize of the upward call 

of God in Christ Jesus.” The results are certainly worth the effort. 

Perhaps you’ve run into the existential theology promoted by certain teachers 

of most doctrinal persuasions. They suggest that an experience is what sets you free 

from anything and everything. They say that in the intellectual knowing of truth, 

complete freedom is gained. They teach that relating to yourself as though you don’t 

really exist is “the way” to recovery. The common thread among all these teachings 

is that our faith is simple and can be mastered quickly. I certainly haven’t found this 

to be true, and you may come to the same conclusion. Although this philosophy 

sounds reasonable and hopeful, hundreds of thousands of disillusioned Christians are 

simply going through the motions of “faith,” eventually leaving the church 

exhibiting little of God’s power. They assume that they have tried to live God’s way, 

only to fail. 

Although salvation is a complete and instantaneous act of God, we may 

have to peel off the layers as God initiates healing. As the author of Hebrews 

12:1 (NAS) explains, we are to “lay aside any encumbrances.” 

The choice before us is to continue to be enslaved by all that our natural 

lives succumb to or to begin our search for freedom. It is my goal to first reveal the 

pervasiveness of the evil that robs us of the “life… to the full” (Jn 10:10) that 

Christ died to provide for us. Too often we hear other people equate sin with 

socially unacceptable behavior. But Scripture has much to say that clarifies the 

nature of interpersonal sins (hate, unforgiveness, greed, envy) as well as 

interpersonal sins (fear, unbelief, and so forth). 

Our search for freedom will begin by seeing how freedom eludes us in the 

first place. We’re going to get to the source of the problem. As the search for 

freedom continues, I’ll challenge you to identify any strongholds that may have 

established themselves in your life. You may know of one or more now, but 
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you’re likely to discover some additional ones along the way. Only then will you be 

ready to begin to confront them. Don’t get impatient. You first need to see clearly what 

your strongholds are and how they have gained such tremendous control before you start 

doing battle. In fact, if you try to fight them without understanding them, you’re liable to 

do more harm than good. 

I don’t know where you stand, emotionally and spiritually, as you read this book. 

But I do know that you cannot move on if you don’t first know where you are. If you 

call people on the phone and ask for directions to get to where they are, their first 

question will be, “Where are you now?” That’s my question for you as you begin (or 

continue) your search for freedom. Don’t assume you know. Be sure. I challenge you to 

adopt the plea of David when he prayed, “Search me, O God, and know my heart; test 

me and know my anxious thoughts. See if there is any offensive way in me, and lead me 

in the way everlasting” (Ps 139:23-24). 

Eventually, I will propose a plan for destroying all the obstacles that stand 

between you and freedom – the only plan I’ve found that is effective in removing 

strongholds completely. I promise you there is hope for whatever you’re facing. I can’t 

promise the process is going to be easy or painless, but I assure you that any discomfort 

that arises in honestly dealing with your strongholds will be far less than the potential 

recurring pain they will inflict if you don't demolish them. 

We’re conducting a search for freedom. This search will require more than your 

eyes. You’ll also need to prepare your heart and mind for what’s ahead. In addition to 

knowledge, you’ll need the courage to act on what you discover to be true. 

In this book, we will see how the depravity of our flesh causes strongholds to 

occur. The next chapter will demonstrate how these strongholds form as a result of 

behavioral patterns begun during childhood. You may have noticed that many older 

adults still exhibit behaviors and emotions similar to those of children. We must break 

free from these patterns and strongholds in order to find the freedom our hearts desire. So 

take a deep breath. Pray for wisdom. Set your heart and mind for action. When you’re 

ready, let’s go. 
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